Did you notice that all the text on the angry protest signs were in the same style and looked like they were written by the same person? That is no
coincidence. Maybe a committee of one formed to make protest signs for the group?
These pictures are of particularly bad quality, but it looks like it could be a photoshop alteration to me. Snopes said the pictures were taken in 06
after the flap about a cartoon depiction of Mohammed in Europe, so I will accept the sad fact that this kind of self righteous religious reactionary
hate exists. Even if these pictures are not doctored, the existence of these particular members of islam, should not reflect on the larger group if
they have no control over the haters. I deplore hate and violence from any quarter, and passing these pictures around serve no purpose but to
feed hate, prejudice, and self righteous aggression. I sure don't want to be judged by what some hot head cracker does just because we share a
religion and culture. I don't want to be judged by this chain e-mail, simply because the people who eat this up are white Americans too.

http://www.snopes.com/photos/politics/muslimprotest.asp
Dale
On Mar 8, 2012, at 1:23 PM, …… wrote:

Begin forwarded message:
From:

---To:
Sent: Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:24 PM
Subject: [FWD: Shocking pictures from London]

--- ,.

Those of you receiving these pictures in
the
US of A please see the last paragraph,
and forward them to everyone.
These pictures are of Muslims marching through the STREETS OF LONDON during their recent ' Religion of Peace
Demonstration.
<Shocking

Why would anyone think that we should be at war
with such nice, peaceful Muslims?!
You need to forward this one to everyone! ?These
pictures tell it all!
Muslims have stated that England will be the first
country they take over!
These are pictures not shown on American TV or
in American Newspapers, but were forwarded by a
Canadian friend who thought all Americans ought to
know!

